IFR, now on Thomson Reuters Eikon

THE FULL SUITE OF THIS MARKET-LEADING CONTENT IS NOW AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

IFR AND EIKON, A POWERFUL COMBINATION

Access influential, essential and unbiased IFR information via the industry’s most intuitive financial platform.

NEW WAYS TO PROSPER
FOR CAPITAL MARKETS PROFESSIONALS

financial.thomsonreuters.com/ifr
Thomson Reuters International Financing Review is the leading source of fixed income, capital markets and investment banking news and commentary.

IFR has long been known and respected for its independent, highly relevant and authoritative reports on capital raising across asset classes. Produced by on-the-ground experts located all across the globe, the reports cover the full spectrum of activity – from rumour through market reception.

On Eikon, all this actionable intelligence is easier to view, search and use in your wider trading, investment, FI and capital raising strategies. Now, in a single desktop or mobile location, you have easy access to all the news, financial content, and analysis you need on a daily basis.

HOW TO ACCESS IFR ON THOMSON REUTERS EIKON
The IFR App brings together all of IFR’s capital markets news flow into one destination.

Select IFRI in Search to go to the IFR App.

SPECIAL REPORTS: IFR’s special reports provide expert thought leadership to a senior financial markets audience.

Pop out your preferred content set.

IFR: Delivering market-leading commentary and analysis for over 40 years.

- Authoritative, unbiased, independent and insightful news and commentary on primary capital markets and the investment banking industry, including key regulatory developments
- Truly global perspective on a fast-changing industry – with IFR reporters and analysts in all major hubs of the world
- Full IB coverage, origination, syndication and primary sales and trading professionals in banks as well as law firms, sovereign debt offices, leading investors and other market professionals for deal prospecting, business facilitation, analysis of pricing and demand drivers, deal outcomes and performance; deal pipelines and associated market talk and rumours. A true primer on what’s going on in all important deals
- Full range of real-time, intra-day, daily and weekly news and commentary, supplemented by longer thought-pieces throughout the year via special reports and key conferences and events.
IFR MARKETS
Real-time commentary on Credit, Rates, and Forex markets from IFR’s global analyst team.

IFR NEW ISSUES MONITOR
Track real-time developments in the bond markets.

NEWS MONITOR
IFR news integrated into Thomson Reuters Eikon’s news monitoring capabilities.

GLOBAL PRESS